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Distributed Sensor Networks with Collective Computation 

Douglas R.. Lsnrnan 
Los hlarnos National Laboratory 

LANL MS D448 NIS-4, Los Alamos, N M  87544 
dlaninan@lanl.gov, cllaiiman~caltecli.edu 

Simulations of‘ a rictwork of N sensors havc bcen performed. The simulation space con- 
tains a number of sound sources and a largc number of sensors. Each sensor is equipped 
with an omni-diractional microphone a d  is capable of measuring only the time of arrival of 
it signal. Sensors are able to wirelessly transmit and receive packets of information, and have 
some computing powcr. The sensors were programmed to merge all information (received 
packets as well as local measurements) into a “world view” for that  node. This world view 
is then transmitted. In this way, inforrnation can slowly diffuse across the network. One 
node was monitored in the network as a proxy for when information had diffused across the 
network. Simulations demonstrated that .the ericrgy expended per sensor per time step was 
approxiiriately independent of N. 

1 Introduction 
Traditional sensor systems are designed using thc star topology [l]; this is a networking 
schemc in which measurements from a riurnber of independent sensors are transmitted di- 
rectly to a ccntral collection point (the hub of the star), where the data  is processed and 
presented to the end user. [2]. While this approach has worked successfully for networks 
with small dimensions and fcw sensors, there are insurmountable resource scaling problems 
associated with the star topology. 

Minimiziug the time required to merge sensor measurements and deliver conclusions is 
crucial. As the period between the event, onset and the conclusion increases, the usefulness 
of a sensor system dwindles. In a traditional sensor network bandwidth is limited, so sensors 
have to transmit to the central collection point in turns. Due to this constraint, the time 
it takes to receivc measurements from all sensors grows linearly with the total number of 
sensors N .  According to Jorgenseri et  al., this effectively reduces the sampling rate, which 
can be a problem for time-critical applications [2]. 

The energy consumption of a sensing network is also of particular interest. For mobile 
systems, low energy expenditure is essential in ordcr to provide sufficient operating periods. 
The energy required to  wirelessly transmit, a packet to a central receiver increases as the 
square of the transmission distance. For a wireless star-topographic network with constant 
sensor density, the transmission distance increases as n, and thus the energy one sensor 
nceds to put into a transmission scales as =: N [Z]. From this result, it is clear that  
thc total transmission energy scalcs as N2 in a traditional sensor network. An individual 
sensor, however, can only transmit with a periodicity of 5 ,  so the time-averaged energy 
consumption of a node is independent of the network size [2]. 
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Figure 1: Theoretically expected best exfiltration time for the classical case, the DSN case, 
and the DSN-CC case. 

1.1 Theoretical considerations 
Bccause transmitted powcr drops off as 5 ,  where T- is the distancc from the source, it is very 
expensive to transmit a signal large distances. If it takes power P to transmit a signal a 
distance r ,  then it would take power 100 x P to transmit the signal 10 x T-. However, if the 
signal is routed through a rclay located midway, the power needed would be 2 x 52 x P ,  or 
50 x P. If the signal is routed through 9 intermediate stations, it rcquires 10 hops, and the 
powcr needed would be 10 x P ,  a 10-fold savings over transmitting directly. 

In a sensor network there is a further advantage. Since the transmission range of each 
sensor is reduced, several sensors can transmit at the same time. 

The disadvantage of a multi-hop transmission scheme is that the time for the signal to 
reach the base station will be multiplied by at least the number of hops the signal needs to 
make, assuming the same transmission rate as for a single-hop network. 

In a network with constant distance between sensors, the powcr riceded to transmit da ta  
from a single sensor to base increases as n. Thus the total power needcd by the network 
scales as N g .  In a network of constant size, the distance between scnsors scales as &, and 
the number of hops needed scales as 0. Thus the power needed to transmit data  from a 
single sensor to send out a message scales as &. The power needed to transmit data  from 
all sensors scales as fi. This is a sustainable situation for large sensor networks. 

However, this still leaves the problem of what to do with thc data  once it has been trans- 
mitted to the base station. Depcnding on the type of problem that is under investigation, 
the computing power needed to process the data from N sensors in a central location could 
scale as N ,  and probably more likely as N 2  or higher if the base station processing involves 
combining detection da ta  from multiple sensors. If we let each sensor combine all the infor- 
mation it reccivcs from ncighbors with its own Incasurcmcnts to producc a niinimurn distillcd 
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product,, we gain two things. Firstly, thc data  that finally reaches the base station is the 
filial prodrict, and no furtlicr processing is required. Sccondly, since processing took place in 
tlic network, fcwer data  wcrc transniitt,ed, and we savcd on power. There is one disadvan- 
t,nge. Sincc all dilti], was riot collcctcd i u  onc place, the final product reaching base station 
is of lowcr qualily t2ian if all ~ r i c a ~ ~ i r c ~ n e n t s  Iiatl bccn collected there and then processed. A 
bnlancc must, thus bc struck bct,wcen grcatly distilling tlic data, and forwarding all data to 
basc. 

1.2 Concept 
Each sensor is a simple entity which can: (1) perform somc measurements, (2) receive pack- 
ets of information, (3) merge received inforrnatiori with measurements, and (4) broadcast the 
rncrgcd product. Measurcrncnts, received packets, and broadcast packets are syntactically 
identical, and are allocated tlic same amount of space (one “packet.”). Thus the merging 
operation is essentially a lossy compression. Each sensor continually runs thc loop of mea- 
suring, receiving, merging, arid broadcasting. The sensor stores the last packet received from 
cach neighbor. It knows the source of the packet because each packet is tagged with the 
unique ID of the lranrnitting sensor. Tho merging step is only performed if any of the input 
iiiforrnation changes. The broadcast step is only performed if any of the input information 
changes, or if it has been a certain arriount of time since the last broadcast. When broad- 
casting, a scnsor will first listen for otticr broadcasts. If nonc are detccted, it broadcasts. If 
it does dctcct, a broadcast it waits beforc: attempting to broadcast again. 

This architecture allows for the possibility that  information can eventually propagate 
across the entire network. However, whether this will in-fact be the casc depends on the 
details of‘ the information representation in the packets, and of the merging process. The 
network may be designed to throw out noxi-local information, preserving detailed information 
in a bounded local area, or it may be designed to mcrge distant information a t  a lower spatial 
resolution, tlius maintaining a global view albeit at a lower resolution for the more distant 
part of ttic network. The specific irnplerncntation of the merging algorithm, and of the 
in foririation representation will depend on the application. 

2 Methods 
In order to study the dynamics of the proposed distributed network architecture, i t  was 
necessary to study a characteristic problem. Possibly the simplicst applicable problem is 
that  of peaked audio source location. hi order to resolve an audio source, sensors in a 
distributed rietwork must be cquiped with ornni-directional microphones and have the ability 
to establish thcir position in a coordinate system shared by all other nodes. In addition, 
the internal clock of cach node must be calibrated so as to remain in synchronicity with the 
other nodes; constructing such a coordinate system arid compensating for clock drift remains 
a cliallenge for large distributed systems; one solution involvcs cxploiting global positioning 
system (GI’s) cquipmcnt to calibrate nodes, For this implementation, however, we arc only 
concctrned with studying the properties of a DSN-CC, so node position and time are assumed 
to be accurato. 
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2.1 Implementation: Time Difference of Arrival 
Givcn a constant signal velocity, such as the speed of light or sound in a medium, the 
locatioii of a source can be determined by measuring the times of arrival (TOA) are several 
observation points distributed about the evcnt. Such methods are currently applied, using 
traditional distributed sensor networks, for locating lighting strikes, firearm discharges, and 
ccll phonc transmissions. 

For this implementation, each sensor is equiped with a virtual sound sensor, capable of 
resolving the time of arrival of a signal a t  the node. In ordcr to determine the location of 
a source ( x ~ , y O , t O ) ,  several assumptions can be made to simplify the computational task. 
First, the velocity of sound v8 in the medium can be assumed. Given these conditions, each 
pair of nodes can be used to contrain the location of the source on a hyperbola as 

J(.i - xo)2 + (Y i  - Yo)2 - 4 (q - ~ 0 ) ~  + (yj  - = v,(ti - t j )  for i # j. (1) 
The location of a source can be uniquely specified by the intersection of three hyperbola, 

thus four independent time of arrival measurements are required. The set of hyperbolas can 
be summarized as 

The following set of equations specify the solution of the event location problem, utilizing 
four independent sensors. 
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2.2 Simul a t’ ion 
Wc tiavo scvcral test,s we wish to perform. First, we want to know how long it takes for 
tlctcction information to propagate across the net to a user or sink node, refered to as the 
cxfiltratiori point. Wc wish to know how the exfiltration time changcs as a function of the 
number of sciisors i n  the network. 

Sccoiitf wc want l o  know how much cncrgy it takes to cxfiltrate source information. We 
also wish to see how this encrgy scales with thc size of thc scnsor network. 

Third, wc wish to find out if supplying some kind of routing information to the exfiltra- 
tion node ( in  csscnsc providing individual sensors with a knowledge of dircctionality in the 
nctwork) improves pcrformaaw over having sensors scnd information in all directions. 

Finally, we iiivcstigate onc of the parameters in our sending model. It is the probability 
that a sensor will scnd even if it has not been triggered by a change in its world view. 

Wc pcrform simulation with randomly generated sensor networks with different number 
of sensors in them. The  results for a given network will depend on its topology. We want 
to know what the average results are, and what the distribution is around that average. For 
that reason we perform a large number of simula,tion with the samc network parameters, 
except varying the random seed used in generating the network. 

A network of N sensors is generated by placing each sensor in turn in a random location, 
but with one modification. If a sensor is randomly placed too close to another sensor a new 
location will bc computed for it. This process is rcpeated up to 100 times before the sensor 
is simply placed where it lands. This process causes the sensors to be distributed more 
evenly across the simulation space than if they were simply placed randomly. We believe 
this way of‘ placing the scnsors also emulates more closely the way a human would place 
them “randomly” in the field. 

Next the simulation is started, and a t  a certain later point the sources are placed. Next, 
we measure tlic time it takes until a certain sensor (the exfiltration sensor) has in its output 
packct a list containing every source. In some of the simulations this never happens. This 
can bc due to several factors. Sirice the sensors are placed randomly it is possible that there 
simply are not enougli seiisors detecting a given source, and so that sources position will 
never be known anywhere in tlic network (although any detections of it will be distributed 
across the network). Another possibility is that  the network is not sufficiently connected, 
i.e. that  there are parts of the network that have no path to the exfiltration site. 

3 Results and Discussion 
We did Simulations with networks ranging in size from 100 sensors to 20000 sensors, dis- 
tributed approximately logarithmjcally (100, 200, 500, 1000, ,..), Figure 2(a) shows the 
exfiltration time as a function of the number of scnsors. I t  is defined as the time it takes 
from when thc sources first appear until the exfiltration node knows the position of all the 
sources. The top (red) curve shows the cxfltration time in the classical approach, in which 
every sensor has to report directly to a base station. In this case thc exfiltration time scales 
linearly with llic nunibcr of scmors. Thc bottom (blue) curve shows the results of the sirnula- 
tioris in tlic DSN-CC case. Tlic points arc tlic media11 cxfiltratiori timc, arid thc vertical bars 
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(a) Exfiltration time. (b) Exfiltration energy. 

Figure 2: Exfiltration statistics. 

are the RMS distribution of cxfiltration tirncs around that value. There arc scveral things 
to notice. For large nctwork sizes the exfiltration time scales as N i .  For small nctwork 
sizes the exfiltration time appcars to increase and the spread around the mcdiari exfiltration 
time increases. However, the conclusion of an increase in the median is based on only one 
uncertain data point, and is in question. But the trend of a larger exfiltration time than 
that suggested by the scaling appears reasonably clear for small network sizes. 

Figure 2(b) shows the exfiltration energy as a function of the number of scnsors in the 
network. We plot the total exfiltration energy, which is the total transmit encrgy uscd by 
the network from the timc the sources first appear until the time when the exfiltration nodc 
knows the position of all sources. The top (red) curve shows the total exfiltration energy 
in the classical approach. In this case the exfiltration energy scales with the square of the 
number of sensors. The bottom (blue) curve shows the exilftration encrgy for the DSN-CC 
case. In this case the total exfiltration energy scales as the number of sensors to the 3/2 
power. Since we are looking for network operations that scale with network size, this may 
bc cause for some initial concern. What this means is that  the total exfiltration energy per 
sensor scales as the number of scnsors to thc 1/2 power. In other words, the total amount of 
cricrgy expended per sensor grows with nctwork size. Howevcr, one should remember that 
this energy is expended ovcr a tiinc interval that also grows with the square root of the 
number of scnsors. The result is that for thc DSN-CC case the energy expended per sensor 
per time step is independent of the size of the network. 
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4 Conclusion 
Pcrliaps the description of thc bcliavior in terms of the word “diffusion” is inappropriate. 
Tlic transport of information across t,tic nct,worl< appears to be more convcctiori-like. This 
is duc to the higher probabili tty of a sensor t,ransmit,ting when it receivcs new iiiformation. 

This sirriulations is extremely simplified. It is possible to build into the sensors morc 
complicated programs that make decisions on when to send, and how to merge information 
depending on what has becn rcccivcd. 
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